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Museum, archives,
patrimony
For years, in collaboration with
the Institute for Cultural Heritage
of Emilia-Romagna, we
experimented the involvement
of children, adolescents, disabled
people and migrants in the life
of museums, archives and libraries.
There are also many organized
conferences: the last in a timeline
“When museums play “has dealt
with the theme of the game with
experiences from Germany,
Austria and Holland.
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Exhibitions and
Installations
Zaffiria curates, realizes and develops the
pedagogical concept of exhibitions and
installations for children. In December
2015 inaugurated at MAMbo, the
contemporary art museum of Bologna,
the exhibition Maestro tell me the world
which presents the narrative universe of
Alberto Manzi reinterpreted by the artist
Alessandro Sanna. Playfull installations
for children were made in the squares
at festivals (FestivalFilosofia in Carpi,
Festival Con-live in Carrara, Children’s
sea – coast Adriatica) and characterize
the Ludoteca Luzzatti Street 15 of Igea
Marina (Once upon a time the white, the
colors of the East, Building Worlds, Winter
Sea, Toy Factory, Sound landscapes, etc).
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Pedagogical
Resources
Educational project development
is at the heart of our activities.
Managing the archive and Center
Alberto Manzi on behalf of the
Legislative Assembly of the Region
Emilia-Romagna, allowed us to train
ourselves with one innovative method
that we then implemented as the
Method Bruno Munari. Our teaching
resources are also multimedia:
for CORECOM of the Region
Emilia-Romagna, we have created
a platform for adults and children,
where they can play a game thinking
about themes of the media education.
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Social Cohesion
These are projects with the local
communities for the production
and sharing of a public media
narration. Something about us
was the most important project:
the birth and development of
the history of tourism in Bellaria
Igea Marina was told thanks to
the inhabitants who lent objects
and told stories to create a time
line in the history of Community.
A new museum container was born.
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Media Education
These are projects with schools
or in extra school (in free time
of children and adolescents)
to encourage a more creative
and conscious use of technologies.
The Extramedia project was a
winner in Paris, in 2013, of the
prestigious Foundation Award
Evens (Antwerp, Warsaw, Paris)
“best child image education project
from 4 to years in Europe “.
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Websites and
Videogames
Hamelin 2.0 (a videogame about
media education with 9 levels and
inspired by the Piper of Hamelin),
piccoliarcheologi.it (interactive site
for playing with archeology) were
the first projects. Today we also
have apps like Carlo Elle (linked
to Carlo Elle, a game of Italiantoy)
and e-books (Pablo Pi).
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Training
Usually addressed to teachers
in form of ateliers, which are active
workshops where teachers are
invited to do a collective work.
Training for parents instead is
done both frontal, during evening
meetings, as well as with more
active modes such as cooperative
learning.
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Communication
Communication campaigns that
bring the views of children and
adolescents in the public sphere,
posters made involving the smallest
and the most exposed in town,
social networks, animated drawings,
newspapers and videos are some
of the tools used to secure the right
of expression. The theme we are
facing now is online hate speech.
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Workshops and
ateliers
For children. Or adults: teachers,
librarians, museum educators.
We combine technological aspects
with artistic techniques and
provide job insights which are
also further theoretically deepened.
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Italiantoy
Italiantoy comes from 15 years
of experience of Zaffiria in media,
art and heritage education.
The challenge is to develop
and to provide children, schools
and educational departments
in museums with special items
to create an almost “unique”
catalogue and to support an
active learning of students.
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